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IETF - 42 YEARS OF AN EVENTFUL JOURNEY

The Indian Economic growth story started with 1991 when we made our market more accessible. This was done by introducing a number of economic reforms from that point in time Indian economy has been growing at a steady pace.

India, today, is well established as a credible business partner, preferred investment destination, rapidly growing market, provider of quality services and manufactured products, having carefully built its reputation keeping in mind the local conditions and international demands, India stands on the threshold of unprecedented growth.

The India Industry is today regarded as an innovative and competitive technological hub. Our products and services are coveted the world over not only for their cost effectiveness, but also for their reliability and quality, through the liberalization regime, we were able to unleash powerful market forces in to international area, resulting in unprecedented flow of capital, technology and expertise into our industry.

As the country opening up to globalization regime in 1984, IETF was the front-runner towards achieving results towards economic future of our nation. Having grown exponentially from 1975, the trade fair is a great pride for India and is now reorganized as one of the leading event of CII in its long journey. It has achieved the Status of a Comprehensive international B2B Show in this part of the World with the congregation of Industry leaders, Policy makers and the diplomatic community.

Over the years, the fair held biennially, has grown from strength to strength, with every event in stature and in dimension, expanding to incorporate the entire gamut of industry activities. Dynamic in nature from its inception, each edition introduced a new concept, a new platform or initiated yet another medium of dialogue. Across this time, Italy, U.S.A., UK, Germany, Japan, South Korea, Spain, China, South Africa have all been partner countries.

IETF is strongly supported by the Government of the host country and the participating countries, besides active participation and cooperation from the relevant industry associations in India and abroad.
The International Engineering and Technology Fair is now in its 22nd edition. A comprehensive business-to-business event segmented into 9 focused engineering and manufacturing sections, the event is an unparalleled platform for networking and getting discovered by the who’s who of the industry.

The consistent growth of the Indian industry has brought forward the latent potential of the manufacturing industry. IETF gives your business an exclusive chance to present its innovations to the top decision makers, Strike deals, forge tie-ups and network at the IETF 2017.
The AutoMach Show aims to bring together a diverse cross-section of stakeholders in the automotive sector. This event will focus on the latest technologies in equipment, machines, tools and automation/robotics for the entire automotive sector.
This will focus Country / International pavilions with participants showcasing business potential across the industrial sector in order to highlight country specific opportunities around the globe. This will also facilitate in building new business resources and associations.
The event – international exhibition and conference – will be the showcase of advancement and developments of various government and private organisations in the sector of Green Mobility and will display products and technologies for the future. This will be a platform for all stakeholders to come together and deliberate various issues and future requirements to save the environment and better the life of people with more safe and environment friendly mobility in the coming days. The event will have an international exhibition and a focused conference, enabling the stakeholders to interact and address the future requirements in this sector.
Recycling is a process to change (waste) materials into new products to prevent waste of potentially useful materials, reduce the consumption of fresh raw materials, reduce energy usage, reduce air pollution (from incineration) and water pollution (from land filling) by reducing the need for "conventional" waste disposal, and lower greenhouse gas emissions as compared to plastic production.

The Inclusive Integrated Solid Waste Management pavilion would focus on information exchange for solutions, effective waste management strategies, innovative technologies, enhanced public-private partnerships, modern waste management infrastructure and waste minimization.
The event will showcase the strengths & expertise of the Logistics Industry. It would give an understanding of the Indian logistics market and explore on Joint Ventures and investment opportunities highlighting Logistics, Material Handling, Warehousing and Supply Chain. Additionally there will also be Logistics Summit, CEO’s Round Table forum, Sectoral Pavilion, B2B Meetings & Live demonstrations.
The metal industry is the key sector in the Indian economy as it meets the requirement of a wide range of important industries such as Engineering, Electrical and Electronics, Infrastructure, Automobiles & Components, packing, etc. The event will focus on the both Ferrous & Non-Ferrous metals. This show is supported by the Indian Copper Development Centre (ICDC) and an exclusive Non-Ferrous Metal Pavilion is planned by ICDC at the M&M 2017.
Digital is changing the world, and progress is not linear. In a world where a smart phone is no longer just a smart phone, but a potential revolution, organizations can explore what digital advances mean for them and their stakeholders.

DICE 2017 is slated to be a path breaking and only event spanning the digitization of offices today—the most innovative sector exhibition of its kind, for corporates to grow, adapt and evolve their business with time.
The Skills Pavilion would focus on the theme “Skilling India for the Future.”

The show is envisaged to facilitate and catalyze towards fostering skills development initiatives in sync with the industry. With an objective to create a workforce empowered with the necessary and continuously upgraded skills, knowledge and internationally recognized qualifications to gain access to decent employment and ensure India’s competitiveness in the dynamic global market.
The Water India Pavilion would focus on need for better Infrastructure and Management concerning issues regarding water and sanitation across the country. This exhibition would showcase the latest product and technology for sustainable and cost-effective solutions for water treatment for Municipal and Industrial applications.
With the growth in the construction market, the future of the plumbing industry looks promising.

Plumbing World 2017 is India’s first B2B trade exhibition show for the plumbing sector, all set to offer a unique exhibition experience for exhibitor and visitor alike. It is where the companies and professionals of the plumbing sector will meet to showcase their innovations in products and services, and generate new business opportunities, under one roof. If you are a buyer or specifier, then this is the show for you and the best place to discover in depth and comprehensive information here about the latest technology, trends, products, accessories and services; meet motivated and qualified specialists, network and develop business contacts. The event will be concurrently held with two other related events – Inclusive Integrated Solid Waste Management (IISWM and Water India 2017).
Visitor Profile

- CEOs / Decision-Makers
- Buyers & Sourcing personnel
- Technical Experts
- Contractors & Consultants
- Overseas & Indian Media
- Ministerial & Trade Delegations from India & Overseas
- Diplomats
- Government / PSU Departments

Retrospect

IETF is a flagship event of the Confederation of Indian Industries since 1975 and it has come a long way since then. It’s the only focused show in the technological sections of the engineering/manufacturing industry.

IETF across the years

Served as a platform to experimental technologies Encouraged academic advances in technology Brought together inventors and innovators Created a platform for technological exchange Showcased capabilities and technological advancement to the world

The three day fair including the concurrent fairs is estimated to have generated a total of 5000 business enquiries amounting to approximately Rs.1400 crore worth of business potential, and attracted 30,000 business visitors

IETF 2015 snapshots

- Japan, the Partner Country at IETF 2015. The event also saw international participation from UK, Germany, USA, Romania, Egypt, Poland, China, Burkina Faso & Emirates of Sharjah.
- 30,000 experienced business delegates/business visitors
- 200 exhibiting companies
- 10 concurrent exhibitions, sector specific seminars, conferences, cultural events, food festivals
- Clear focus on new technologies and innovation from a variety of sectors - Automach, Global, Green Mobility, Solid Waste Management, Logistics, Metal & Metallurgy, Dice, Skills, Water India, Plumbing World.
- Generated 5000 business enquiries, approximating to Rs. 1400 crore worth business potential
The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) works to create and sustain an environment conducive to the development of India, partnering industry, Government, and civil society, through advisory and consultative processes.

CII is a non-government, not-for-profit, industry-led and industry-managed organization, playing a proactive role in India's development process. Founded in 1895, India's premier business association has over 7200 members, from the private as well as public sectors, including SMEs and MNCs, and an indirect membership of over 100,000 enterprises from around 242 national and regional sectoral industry bodies.

CII charts change by working closely with Government on policy issues, interfacing with thought leaders, and enhancing efficiency, competitiveness and business opportunities for industry through a range of specialized services and strategic global linkages. It also provides a platform for consensus-building and networking on key issues.

Extending its agenda beyond business, CII assists industry to identify and execute corporate citizenship programmes. Partnerships with civil society organizations carry forward corporate initiatives for integrated and inclusive development across diverse domains including affirmative action, healthcare, education, livelihood, diversity management, skill development, empowerment of women, and water, to name a few.

The CII theme of 'Accelerating Growth, Creating Employment' for 2014-15 aims to strengthen a growth process that meets the aspirations of today’s India. During the year, CII will specially focus on economic growth, education, skill development, manufacturing, investments, ease of doing business, export competitiveness, legal and regulatory architecture, labour law reforms and entrepreneurship as growth enablers.

With 64 offices, including 9 Centres of Excellence, in India, and 7 overseas offices in Australia, China, Egypt, France, Singapore, UK and USA, as well as institutional partnerships with 312 counterpart organizations in 106 countries, CII serves as a reference point for Indian industry and the international business community.
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